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DAABON GROUP – CI Tequendama, inspected
and recommended for RSPO certification

Organic Crops in the Ariguani Farm.
By Juan Pablo Campos
Managing Director - Daabon Organic Japan Co., Ltd.

D

aabon Group has been a keen
supporter and promoter of the
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO) since 2004, and we look
forward to soon becoming the first
organic and the first Latin American
producer to achieve RSPO certification.
In August 2008, we were audited by
Control Union and were recommended
for certification.
We are currently
waiting for the RSPO Executive Board’s
approval, which we expect to receive
in Q2 2009. Once certified, Daabon
will be able to offer our customers

worldwide fully traceable, Identity
Preserved (IP) Certified Sustainable
Palm Oil (CSPO). IP-CSPO is the
preferred option for manufacturers
and consumers who wants a guarantee
that the actual physical palm oil which
is used in their products is certified
against the highest environmental and
social standards.
The RSPO certification scheme
is an internationally recognized
sustainability standard, which was
developed in a unique collaboration
between industry players, international
NGOs such as WWF and Oxfam, and

grass-roots NGOs from all major palm
oil producing and buying markets. The
RSPO held the first Latin American
RSPO meeting in Cartagena, Colombia
on October 16th and 17th, 2008. The
turnout was extremely positive and we
foresee more palm industry players
from Latin America joining the RSPO
in the coming years. Furthermore,
Daabon was present at the 6th Round
Table and 5th General Assembly in
Bali, Indonesia last November. We
positively view the consolidation of
RSPO as a well accepted and respected
standard of sustainable production by
the world palm oil community.

The women of the Alliances
Maria Cervantes: Life is a
fight that is worth facing
By Fair News Team

A

mongst her palm trees Maria Cervantes moves like fish in a
pond; she can tell whether they are sick, they lack nutrients
or the time has come to replace them, they are nourished like
houseplants.
Mrs. María Cervantes.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
FROM COLOMBIA

Group Industry and Agriculture

DAABON ORGANIC

We have built a great company
with effort, dedication and
perseverance
By Mr. Alberto Dávila Diaz Granados

I

could not start this message
without giving my thoughts
on the economic crisis that the
world is going through. Over the
last few months, we have seen a
credit crisis in Florida, become the
largest threat to commerce and work
stability known in the past 30 years.
On the same scale, food becoming a
national security concern on most
countries and increased consumer
awareness are going to be a challenge
considering how slow commerce
switches to sustainable and fair
alternatives.
All of these concepts are even more
critical if we think how countries
like Colombia, and companies like
the DAABON Group are closely
tied to currency fluctuations since a
great chunk of our main consumers
are located in those countries that
have been economically affected
recently. It is also very clear for us
that, historically, crisis has always
been a part of development and
humankind.
Well-oriented work gives great
results, but I would also have to
reiterate that for the DAABON
Group it has not been easy. We made
a major change to organic back in
1992, without a clear path or a clear
legislation. Nevertheless, God has
shared his blessings on us, making
us grow exponentially to countries
all around. This has made it possible
for us to commercialize our organic
fruits in diverse markets.

DAABON has achieved its objective
of becoming an important Latin
American conglomerate, following
our own success path: market
growth (organic preference starting
in the early 90’s), converting to
organic, investing in agricultural
research,
developing
techniques
and implementing technology, and
trazability of our products.
And our efforts become standouts
when in 1993, we achieved full organic
certification on our banana, oil palm
and coffee crops. DAABON became
the first latin-american company that
could offer quality products based
in social responsibility standards as
well.
SINCE IT CAN BE DONE, Going
even one more steps ahead towards
full sustainable production, DAABON
has now entered the Biofuels era;
following
Colombia’s
president
Mr. Alvaro Uribe Velez guidelines
and recommendations. Through
PALMARES DE LA COSTA S.A.
we have consolidated our Biodiesel
production with an estimated
100.000 tons per year.
Long-story-short, DAABON can now
show that it has accomplished its
objectives and milestones. Because of
that, we want to thank Colombia, the
Northern Coast Region and Santa
Marta for letting us grow by it side,
contributing to its development by
creating more than 3000 jobs.
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EUROPEAN MARKET

Daabon Hits The European Market Of Organic Glycerine

Daabon Organic, offers organic glycerine to the
European cosmetic market through a partnership
with a German company Cremer Care’s
By Astrid Duque
Señor Executive Daabon UK

T

he Germany-based company has
become the exclusive distributor
of Daabon’s organic raw materials
to the European market, except the
UK.
Daabon’s deal with Cremer Care’s
includes both organic glycerine, and
organic soap noodles (a raw material
used in soap production).
We are confident that Daabon is the
only worldwide producer who can
deliver a secure and reliable source of

organic glycerine, making the arrival
of the ingredient on the European
market particularly significant.
Commenting on the choice of the
South American supplier, Cremer
Care’s
business
unit
manager
Patrick Knüppel said to Cosmeticsdesign Europe.com in August 2008
publication “the Daabon philosophy
complemented the company’s motto
-Inspired by Nature-. We are glad
to have found a producer for our
customer’s needs who lives our motto
and meets our customer’s demands
for organic raw materials”.

Our People
Daabon has
developed over
the year a very
important asset,
an International
Commercial
Network, which
allows the Group
to be vertically
integrated “From the
Soil to the Market”.

Daabon Deutschland
Daabon Japan

Daabon USA
Head Office

Daabon
Dominican Republic

The European banana market
welcomes very well the Rainforest
Alliance certification recently
achieved by Daabon / CI Samaria
for 100% of its plantations.
German
Zapata,
General
Manager of C.I Samaria S.A.
explains how Rainforest involves
a holistic approach – treating
environment,
ethics
and
economics equally. “To meet
the standards, we must commit
to continuous improvements in
worker welfare, farm management
and environmental protection;
all three aspects are within the
philosophy of our group”. We are
so proud to offer our consumers
an organic product also Rainforest
certified

Daabon Australia

Newest members of our team

Mrs. UlrikeRupperath.

Two in one, Organic and
Rainforest Alliance for our
clients

Mr. Joachim Rettig.

Mrs. Astrid Duque.

M

rs Astrid Duque has joined the
group as a UK Senior Executive
responsible of the UK and Irish market
since September 2008. Also Mrs.
Ulrike Rupperath and Mr. Joachim
Rettig are now members of the team
at the European headquarters in
Germany. Mrs Hildergar Rickert,
Director of Daabon Germany says:
“We are always looking to improve
our customer service; the organic
industry is a very competitive business
that requires very professional team
to meet our customer expectation”.

Major UK Supermarkets Sourcing Daabon’s Palm Oil
Major supermarket chains in the UK are looking to shift to a sustainable
palm oil source, in order to address the serious impacts of palm oil
demand, Daabon is one of their preferred options

I

ncreased demand for palm oil is potentially an
environmental catastrophe impacting on climate
change, deforestation, the habitats of orangutans, as
well as local communities. Palm oil is in thousands of
everyday food and beauty items available through the
UK retails, instead of banning the use of palm oil, the
Industry is looking to find a sustainable solution.

Daabon is well known for its strict sustainable agenda and
has become the preferred option for some of the major
retails, which are now using our palm oil in many on their
own label products such as soap, ready meals and cosmetic.
Mrs Astrid Duque, Daabon’s senior Executive of the UK
comments: “We welcome the UK Supermarket industry’s
move to address the serious impacts of palm oil demand
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and hope that this will inspire others
European supermarkets to commit to
using only Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil (RSPO) certified palm oil”.
Although the supermarkets do
not buy directly they have a say
in the source of their ingredients,
“for Daabon Group is paramount

to maintain direct communication
with the Supermarkets at the same
time that their manufacturers, it is
the only way to keep transparence
within the supply chain, Daabon
is sustainable and fully segregated
therefore manufacturers could offer
to the retail a “only” sustainable final
product” she said.

Expanding

our banana business

C

.I. La Samaria belongs to the
DAABON Group, located near
Santa Marta at the north-west
tip of Colombia. The Sierra Nevada
de Santa Marta provides a unique
ecosystem rich in fauna and flora. The
mountains offer our plantations good
protection and we are not subjected
to extreme weather patterns such as
Jamaica, Honduras and the Dominican
Republic that were badly
affected
by hurricanes in the 2008. For these
reasons, more buyers are looking at
Colombia as an opportunity to reduce
the risk factor in their supply base.
Although the credit crunch has had a
negative impact in the consumption of
organic produce in Europe, we are still
foreseeing a huge amount of interest
from buyers, and we expect to continue
to expand in the 2009.
We have 670 hectares under production
in 2008, and our expansion program
will see that extend to beyond 1,000ha
in 2009.

Mr. Carlos Reyes Movilla.

through our operation we generate
one of the few sources of income for
the local communities of the Sierra
Nevada, therefore all family members
of these indigenous communities and
local farmers participate in the benefits
produced.
Our expansion plan for the 2009 is
located into La Guajira, to the North
East, and we have begun to make a
similar impact there. Many of the
people of the region were previously
engaged with illicit crops, and Daabon
has given them the opportunity to farm
in a sustainable and profitable manner.
We would like to thank all of our
importers worldwide for supporting
our work and we look forward to
continue supplying all markets with
our sustainable and social responsible
bananas.

Daabon Organic has already had an
exceptional impact on the region of
Colombia in which we operates. The
philosophy of the Group is to “farm in
a socially responsible and environmentfriendly way”; not because the market
demands it, but because “it is the
right thing to do”. We support our
local communities in Colombia and
fund a good number of social projects
in Santa Marta. We are aware that

We have 670
hectares under
production in 2008,
and our expansion
program will see
that extend to
beyond 1,000ha in
2009.

Responding to the International
standard through third part
certificates

D

aabon
believes
in
the
third
party
certifications
as a mechanism to ensure its
customers of the compliance
with strict International Social
and Environmentally standards.
We have a full department
under the direction of Mr.
Carlos Reyes working constantly
towards fulfilling the dynamic
of International requirements.
Carlos Reyes commented “It is a
very important and delicate task,
we have to fulfill labels for more
than 5 different countries in 3
different markets: USA, EU, Japan
and Australia, we are holding in
average an audit per month this
demands human and financial
resources, but we are proud of what
so far we have accomplished”.

To d a y
Daabon
holds
approximately 12 labels: Globalgap,
USDA organic, Ecocert Organic,
Rainforest Alliance, Biotropic, Jas,
Kosher, Bio Suisse, BCS, SA8000,
BVQI, Australia certified organic,
Bio Suisse and is currently working
on 2 other certificates RSPO for
palm oil and Fairtrade Ecocert for
banana and oil.
“It is challenging to keep on going
with all international standards
but we are 100% committed with
our markets demands” said Reyes.

FARM
DOÑA CARMEN

FARM
DON ALBERTO
Daabon Banana Farms: Don Alberto And Doña Carmen
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Our women...
Maria Cervantes
Life is a fight
that is worth
facing

Do you think there is no time to
have fun? “Not really, when I was
young I loved dancing, and so I did it
everywhere I could.

By Fair News Team

S

he is actually a leader in Cooagrobellaena
– Palm Coop created jointly with the
DAABON Group. She has been a part
of this Coop since it first started and, even
though tough times have had it shares, Maria
believes that by her self they would have never
been engaged in a project to the extent in
which they have received grants from different
companies and the national government.

But Maria is not only a piece of
Cooagrobellaena, in addition to her time
dedicated to the Coop, she is a mother;
serving her own, nieces and her own brothers.
“I feel proud to be recognized the head of
my family, to have fought for my siblings and
always helping them out when needed” says
Maria.

Nowadays, I have
a lot of fun on the
meetings and the
tech support that
the experts bring
us, I feel that my
imagination flies
around”.
Before the process started in Bellaena, small
village located in Pivijay (Colombia), she
previously worked as an assistant in the local
police station. “With some money I got out of
my year bonus, I started planting watermelon,
beans and rice. It was with oil palms that I
got some economic independence”
She is in her early 50’s, but even though a
recent episode involving rice crops:”I lost
everything I had and ended up owing Money
everywhere” –she is still proud of being a low
income, hard working woman; “its always a
struggle, and life is a fight worth facing!”
Maria is one is the largest producers in her
Coop: “My production rate is still very low,
about 6 tons/month; but I am always there to
take good care of it since it is the only way to
actually develop the real potential my crops
have. We have clear goals, and with God to
our side, we are going to make it there. I Am

Mrs. Maria Cervantes – Cooagrobellaena Coop Member.

always optimist, and with the help of my family, I usually achieve what
I put my head into”
Can it be possible to improve life quality with palm crops?
“I am totally sure. When we had rice on our fields, there was permanent
uncertainty amongst prices and diseases. Sometimes we harvested and
sold when prices met up to it, but all off a sudden they just dropped.
Things are different now. And it has to work this way, because hunger
and needs usually take away the persons will to fight. Precisely that is
what happened to one son, he had to move overseas to work because I
could not provide any education for him, he is doing great now, but I
still miss him”.
A day on Marias’ life is a common denominator in her village; she wakes
up at 3:30 am, stirs up breakfast for her husband that leaves immediately
to the crops. If she is not scheduled for any meeting that day, housework
is always waiting for her. “I will always be working around the house,
until the evening, after that some coffee, TV and a good night sleep”.
Do you think there is no time to have fun? “Not really, when I was
young I loved dancing, and so I did it everywhere I could. Nowadays, I
have a lot of fun on the meetings and the tech support that the experts
bring us, I feel that my imagination flies around”.
So, at the end, what would it take to make Cooagrobellaena a “model”
amongst coops? “ It is missing unity, If we did everything more close to
each other, we would have achieved more. But even so, DAABON, the
national government and Fundalianzas has made it easy for us.
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KELLY ALTAHONA CERVANTES
A strong, professionally focused woman

By Fair News Team

This is how Kelly is, spontaneous, happy and
with the capacity to smooth things out when
apparently they are not.”

K

elly, how her friends know
her, is the general manager
to three palm oil producers
associated to C.I. Tequendama S.A.;
these are Cooprocopal, Asopalret and
Asopaltheca. She is also the manager of
a foundation that was brought up by the
associations (called PALMALIANZA),
basically in charge of commercializing
their production and involving more
people into coops every day.
She works in a male environment,
almost 80% of her coworkers are men;
but even though a lot of women in the
region where concerned about how
difficult it would be for her, she is
actually very happy to know that the
majority of her support came from the
opposite sex; in fact, a lot of men where
competing against her for this job.
Almost seven years ago, she started
working with the Coops as an assistant
for Cooagrobellaena, which was the first
one that associated to DAABON. She
is a technologist on system analyisis, an
engineering junior and has done some
accounting work when she worked for
the city she is originally from. Everyone
was happy with her performance as
an assistant but little they knew that
someday she was going to be the head
and financial officer for three coops and
a foundation. “I would always joke with
my boss about wanting his job, and he would
always aknowledge me to think that way,
think big”.

backyard, below a beautiful mango tree,
she tells us how difficult life was for her.
“I had a lot of need while on school since
I was away from home. I had to haul back
to El Reten from Santa Marta, and sell
cakes to sell. We would collect the money
on Saturday and next morning back to
campus. I did everything I could imagine
to make a living and finish school”

Mrs. Kelly Altahona – Palma
Alianza General Manager.

It was not her plan to stay in Santa Marta,
but she wanted to return as a professional,
but again, she was not planning on staying
as most of rural women do; taking care of
children. “I wanted to fulfill my dreams,
and El Reten was not offering me much,
I did not want to be full of kids being so
young. Everyone knows that the women in
Reten have to be prepared in some are to
aquire some respect and independence”

“I would always joke with
my boss about wanting
his job, and he would
always aknowledge me to
think that way, think big”.

As soon as she got back from Santa Marta,
se started working for the City, as an IT
expert even though she did not finish her
college. She had technical degree that kept
her eligible for some positions on the local
market.

though she was not home, she was going
to have her baby on a city that was not
her own. She was sure that if uncertain
times had been a part of her past, some
where coming her way again. A new stage
on her life started as a single mother and
a public servant.

Kelly eventually fell in love and got
pregnant. Announced her family that, even

Also Kelly is known for having a strong
character and determination; her life
story is full of examples of perseverance
and hard work. Sitting around in her

“When I was named the
manager I felt somehow
fear, but then I though
this is God’s will and
I was going to get
through it without any
problems.

“When I am into something, I will pull it
off however I can. Upbringing my child
alone has been hard enough, but he is
still the greatest gift Christ has given
me.” (She cries)
It has been seven years. Kelly now divides
her times between the Alliances with the
DAABON Group, church and her son. “I
give the Alliances my day and sometimes
some of my evenings, helping producers
and anyone involved. But Sundays are
for my son and church, they are both
sacred to me.”
Future Plans
“When I was named the manager I felt
somehow fear, but then I though this is
God’s will and I was going to get through
it without any problems. I now have
support from the people at the DAABON
company and my own strength to carry
on.”
Short-term, Kelly’s dream is to see the
Alliances evolving towards independence.
On the long run she wants to see her
son become a professional, to avoid any
problems she may have had.
A message to the female workforce?
“Love, love everything you do, love
yourselves, love your small ones, families;
because love is a pillar for life”.

Mrs. Kelly Altahona –Palma Alianzas Main Office.
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Bárbara Narváez

Strength and tenacity builds a delicate
woman
By Fair News Team

B

arbara Narvaez’s resemblance
does not coincide a bit with
what her working capacity is. It’s
surprising to know that this 1.6 m-50
kg -Woman has been able to support
her whole family, that consist basically
of 9 sons. They have all started working
independently, but still receive a little
help from their mother, who owns a
small, but well kept, Cocoa farm.
Misses Barbara or Barbarita is how
she likes to be called by family and
friends. Amongst them, she shares
the happiness that this Cocoa project
has brought her. This 2-hectare farm
called “Las Barbaras”, is located in La
Guajira, Colombia. She is also part of
the farm growers of her area, called:
Organic producers of Dibulla.
Barbarita also has not-so-happy stories
to tell the people that pay her a visit.
In fact, one of her worst anecdotes
was one where her farm was about
to catch fire because her neighbor
irresponsibly lit his on. “I had to work
until 2 a.m cutting the extra grass with
my machete, I was not about to let my
farm be destroyed”, she says.
She was born in Guamal, a small village
in the northern Colombia region, and
even though she left her loved ones
looking for a better future for herself,
she would not hesitate going back:,
“I have no issues with the people I
know, but I’ve actually never thought
of leaving. Everyone keeps telling me

“If I am not besides God
in ten years, my Cocoa
farm is going to be the
best in the region;
how bad things are and apparently I’m
the only one not complaining. I have
had a very happy life”
Barbara’s farm has been given to her
by the national government, on a
temporary land status, even though
ultimately is going to be hers after
some processing time because of the
Cocoa project carried out by the
DAABON Group, through ECO BIO
COLOMBIA. “Cocoa saved us from
loosing our lands, even though we
have had a share of problems, it is still
a blessing”
With the agro-tech companionship
that ECOBIO COLOMBIA gives to
their farms, Barbara has almost a
full farm of CC51 and ICS95 variety
cocoa, plus some plantains, passion
fruit, pineapple and banana that she
also grows. “It is a small farm but you
find a whole lot, we also grow roots like
casaba, name and malanga, its all for
us, we do not sell any of those”
What is a day like for Barbara Narvaez?
I start to work really early, since my
grandchildren leave the house at 5
a.m for school, buy then, I’ve already
taken my work gear and headed out to

the cocoa trees. Even when I am not
needed at the farm, my house needs
care and I will work on it for a whole
day. You can not be lazy on the farms,
you either work or starve”.
This woman’s life revolves around
work. Trips and dancing are left behind
to when she was a teenager, when she
arrived in her own donkey. “Everything
ended when I got married. I never went
back to any party because someone
had to take care of the kids; but then
again, I do not approve someone that
does not take care of their own. I only
made it through second degree in high
school, but that is why I am fighting,
to take them even further.”
“y greatest asset is my family and
friends, they all find some help in this
home, and I intend to keep it that way.
None of them has ever slept without
food on their stomach, so everytime
I am in need, someone comes to the
rescue”
“If I am not besides God in ten years,
my Cocoa farm is going to be the
best in the region; everyone would
have something to say about it. And
basically my death is the only thing
that could set me apart that dream.”
What would you tell any farmer that
is considering moving to the city? “I
would tell him, my fellow farmer, if
you are a real one, the city is full of
problems you are not used to, so the
same way the people in the city are not
used to the rural, the farmers are not
met for the city”

Mrs. Barbara Narvaez, Member of APOMD ,
showing her Cocoa Crop
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Daabon U.S.A.: Well-positioned to respond to US Market
shift to sustainable products, including organics

Organic and Sustainable Palm oil being hauled
in Tequendama Farm.
By Jana Cichowski, Daabon USA Sales

T

here is a new word
crossing dinner tables
throughout the US. It
is heard from among chatting
school children to university
classrooms to televised political
debates – on the radio and TV
– it is everywhere. The word is
“sustainable,” and the welcome
change is long overdue. Over
the past year Daabon Organic
USA has been developing
and strengthening business
relationships
which
place
the company in an excellent
position to reap the benefits of
changing US consumer trends.
Fueled primarily by drastic

increases in energy costs over
the past year, the US has
experienced dramatic shifts
in attitudes and awareness
about consumer choices that
indicate a growing preference
for sustainable products over
traditional selections. What
began as a pinch on the pocket
book of the American consumer
has blossomed into nothing
less than a full-blown consumer
movement. A short time ago, the
word “sustainable” meant little
to the average American, but
now the word is commonplace
in US homes, on TV and radio
– now it it not limited in its
use to a select group of natural

But sales of
organic products
through distributors
were not the only
good news in 2008.
Despite high prices
in the market of oil
seed and grains
during most of 2008
product consumers, but has
become common even among
children who are interested in
understanding their role in the
preservation natural resources
for themselves and for future
generations.
All this new talk is more than
just hype. US consumers are
making “greener” choices for
their homes and autos. The
demand for petroleum-based
fuels has decreased. Hybrid
vehicles sales are up. These
things, along with other
significant factors, are helping
to force fuel prices down. And
while some of the change in
consumer behavior is financially

Health and Industrial Safety Meeting at
C.I. Tequendama S.A.
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motivated, there is some which
relates to lifestyle changes,
reflected in greener choices
being made at grocery and
department stores. The wide
range of consumer demand
for sustainable products is
exemplified by the availability
of bamboo towels, sheets,
and even reusable, cloth baby
diapers at discount retailers
such as Walmart, Costco and
Target.
Meanwhile, organic
food and beverage sales have
grown from $20 billion in
2007, to a projected $23.6
billion in 2008. Organic food
and beverage sales currently
represent approximately 3%
of the total industry sales, and
are on the rise with projected
growth
of
double-digit
numbers this year and into the
future. Barbara Haumann of
the Organic Trade Association
said, “While we may not see
the exponential growth that
the industry has experienced
in the past (due to economic
conditions), we do expect sales
to remain strong and steady
growth to continue. “
Continues page 14

Daabon Commitment with FAIRTRADE ECOCERT (EFT)
FROM COLOMBIA

The Daabon Group- a pioneer in social
commitment in the tropical areas since 1993
By Arianna Costa - OrganicSur Italia

160 families have today electricity.
These are just some of the main
projects; however you may contact Mr
Luis Vergara lvergara@daabon.com.
co member of our Social Department,
for a detailed report of previous and
ongoing projects.

I

n the days before Fairtrade
achieved international recognition,
products which were produced
in accordance with a fair trade
philosophy were sold in shops under
different trademarks, often without
the support of a formal certification
body. Today, Fairtrade is a globally
known label, and the retail sector
proudly display a logo that symbolises
a commitment to reduce poverty and
support human development in the
communities of poor regions, through
paying a fair price to producers.
While still a niche market, demand
for Fairtrade has developed rapidly
and is showing a consistent growth.
The philosophy has clearly gained
sympathy and interest from a new
breed of consumers who are social
responsible, sensitive to the social
impact of the products they buy,
and willing to pay a premium. The
Daabon Group (C.I La Samaria S.A.)
was a pioneer in Fairtrade as the first

EcoCert Fairtrade Logo.

certified organic banana production in
the Magdalena Area of Colombia, and
is proud of the projects implemented
over the years, thanks to the fair
price paid by consumers: over 120
families have today drinkable water,
a renovated school opened the doors
for the children of over 52 families,

Organic and EFT bananas through quality
control process.
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Today, the Group continues its
commitment to Fairtrade through
the achievement of certification by
Ecocert Fairtrade (EFT) for its banana
plantation (CI La Samaria). This
complements a full range of existent
social and environmental certificates
that the Group already holds, such
as SA 8000, Rain Forest Alliance
and Organic certifications. Daabon’s
Commercial VP, Manuel Davila,
commented: “EFT is a great match to
the Group’s Philosophy. Everybody
is excited with the variety of projects
that will be able to accomplish thanks
to EFT. We are convinced that it
is paramount to have a Fairtrade
product line offering to our customers
and believe that is the right thing to
do for our People”.

FROM COLOMBIA

DAABON – first to release carbon footprint
for an imported fresh produce item in
Japan
By Juan Pablo Campos
Managing Director - Daabon Organic Japan Co., Ltd.

I

n cooperation with the retailer AEON and the Mizuho Research
Institute of Japan, Daabon Group leads the pack in calculating and
releasing a full life cycle carbon footprint for our Colombian organic
JAS certified bananas during the recent Ecoproducts Fair in Tokyo.
This is an important milestone in Daabon’s Sustainability Plan and
constitutes a starting point that enables us to concentrate on the areas
of our production and distribution chain where we have the highest
concentration of CO2 emissions and thus implement strategies to
achieve substantial reductions. It is also a guideline that will help us to
partner with retailers in other countries to work on other product life
cycle assessment and market specific carbon footprints.
In the specific case of the AEON stores with their TopValu Green
Eye private brand, there is 383g of CO2 emissions for every 600g of
product, or .63g per every banana gram. The above mentioned result
was calculated by AEON based on the guidelines and criteria tentatively
announced by the Government. The Japanese Government – METI,
is currently developing a Carbon Footprint standard in conjunction
with private companies and universities. We will continue to monitor
METI’s standards to update our CFP calculations and provide our
customers’ third party verified CO2 emissions date onwards.
As an Organic, Rainforest Alliance and Fairtrade certified banana
grower, we are committed to work towards carbon neutrality in 2012
at our plantations. This is our contribution to finding ways to mitigate
greenhouse gases and in alliance with our distribution partners
worldwide, tackle the global warming challenge.
Daabon Organic Banana sold through the AEON brand in Japan.
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Jasper Coffee visits Colombia
By: Sergio Correa - Manager Daabon
Australia

T

all perceivable levels that he
could witness. This element
extends to the relationship
with the growers on the
DAABON farms in the
Sierra Nevada around Santa
Marta. There he saw a real
desire to grow and process
the coffee to a point of
excellence in the cup…
and copious cups of sweet
smooth caramel character
coffee he indulged.

he high quality
coffee consumed in
Australia makes this
country one of the most
advanced coffee cultures
in the world. Australian
companies and consumers
are also very aware of the
social and environmental
impact that their purchasing
decision may have towards
third world countries and
global warming.
A great example is Jasper
Coffee; a company founded
by Wells Trenfield that has
been sourcing ethical, high
quality coffees around the
world for over twenty years.
Together with Daabon,
Jasper Coffee has introduced
a Certified Organic Fair
Trade Freeze Dried Coffee to
the Australian Market. This
coffee is environmentally
friendly and socially
responsible.
Early in 2009 we enjoyed
the visit of Mr Trenfield to
Colombia. We went to coffee
plantations in the Sierra
Nevada of Santa Marta; to
The National Federation of
Coffee Growers of Colombia;
and to The Freeze Dried
Coffee Factory.
After his visit Mr Trenfield

Mr Trenfield admiring the beautiful and high quality
Shade Grown Coffee plant at Kyoto Farm located at the
Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta.

shared with us his thoughts
about Daabon’s philosophy:
“From the introduction to the
Holistic vision of DAABON,
it is clear that sustainability
and social justice are
emphatic elements in the
fabric of their philosophy.
This is not just a whimsical
notion to please the new
order of global awareness,
but an ongoing project
from the management, and
substantial at the ground
level of the operation.”
Mr Trenfield also expressed
that his trip to Colombia,
is a real indication of the
sense of Inclusion Daabon

has for its Partners. The
evidence of this inclusion is
seen in the manner that they
greet their workers; from
security guards, the process
workers, the technicians,
the managers, the educators
and the growers. They all
acknowledge each other in
greeting. The obvious and
apparent value of this is that
when he spoke to several of
these people, it was as if they
were empowered members
of some family… working
for a cause and happy to be
contributing.
This sense of contribution
permeates the Business at

Finally
Mr
Trenfield
concluded: “What I have
gained, is that I too feel trusted,
nurtured and included in the
DAABON endeavors to bring
quality Organic Products ,
structures and energies of people
together.”
For both sides, the visit
of Mr Trenfield was very
significant.
For
us
it
reiterates the importance
of building bonds with
organizations that share our
same philosophy; and for
our client: “In introducing
us to DAABON, Manuel
Davila and Sergio Correa
have
substantiated
our
commitment to sustainable
business
practice
and
certainly strengthened
the business relationship
between JASPER COFFEE
and DAABON.”

Sergio Correa, Ramiro Londono and Wells Trenfield at
the drying patios located at Tolima Farm.
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Our Organic Palm Oil Wins an
Important Gourmet Award in Paris

High-quality Colombian Palm oil sold
successfully on French markets

T

he organoleptic properties
of food may be one of the
highest profile concerns for
French importers. This country has a
wide, on-going culture that revolves
around tasting and appreciating
gourmet food; it is a common
denominator on daily family
gatherings and business events.
Palm oil is actually an important
product on supermarket shelves

Distinction given in France to our high quality Organic Palm Oil.

that has been sold successfully in 500
gr. tubs since 1952. We are proud to
announce that DAABON has won
first prize; a noticeable distinction
considering it is their first time on a
food quality competition.
Even though general European
markets are not conscious how Palm
Oil is used by practically everyone
on a daily basis, French organic

consumers are very aware. The 500
gr. tubs are meant for general kitchen
use and pastries, it also blends
perfectly with regional delights such
as crêpes & vegetable sautés; Palm
oil brings smoothness to your food.
Its high antioxidants content makes
the product very stable against any
potential acidity concerns consumers
may bring up.

The Daabon Group confirms its fair
commerce objectives in the banana
bussiness
By Diego Garcia- Brochen Manager Jules Brochenin / France

L

ast October, the DAABON Group asked its removal
from the Fairtrade Labelling Organization (FLO)
list of producers. But, even though they are not
part of this certification scheme anymore, C.I. La
Samaria has kept its fair working system untouched
and has now the FLO-Cert as a substitute. They have
now implemented a more structured certification,
according to social and working conditions. The
DAABON Group has made it clear that there is a longterm, social priority.
As double-labeled European-based importers (Organic
and Fair Trade) we fully support DAABON’s social
development. They are an example to follow by
everyone on this business, and are acting on regions
that need permanent social and economic support.
Workforce contracting is direct involvement to the
company and they have achieved an organization that
we feel proud of. DAABON and the workers foundation
have already developed drinking water projects on
rural abandoned places.
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Process of postharvest banana Fair Trade, Farm Bonanza

FROM COLOMBIA

Clients and NGO’s visited DAABON
headquarters in Colombia on 2008
Mr. Manuel Davila
Commercial VP
The DAABON Group

K

eeping our clients
happy, maintaining
an open, transparent
channel with its clients and
stakeholders is our utmost
priority. In 2008, we received
in our offices and production
sites, really important guests
from Japan and Europe, as
well as recognized European
NGO headpersons.
Amongst our visitors, we
had Sara Clancy who is the
Ethical Trade Manager, and
Mr. Steve Noble –Head of
Global Sourcing; both from
THE BODY SHOP. We
actually provide sustainable
soap base for their wellknow soaps. We also
had Karen Howard from
MARKS & SPENCER on
our distinguished list.
Other
really
important
visit was made by Mr.
Stephan
Suhner
from
ASK!, a Swiss-based NGO
(Arb e i t s g r u p p e s c h w eizkolumbien)
who visited

Mr. Koichi Shirasuka from AEON and Mr. Kazuma
Nobori from TANAKA SEIKA at our extraction plant.

our palm oil plantations
a n d t h e s m a l l h o l d e rs
w i t h o u r a g r i c u l t u r al
a n d e n v i r o n m e n tal
representatives. During his
visit, Mr. Suhner shared his

experiences with our team.
Last but not least, we received
Mr. Koichi Shirasuka –
Manager of the Foods
Support Department from

Mr. Stephan Suhner (Short Kakhis) representing
ASK! NGO. During his visit to the DAABON company.
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the AEON supermarkets, at
the same time Mr. KAzuma
N o bo r i from TANAKA
SEIKA, who actually import
and distribute DAABON’s
organic bananas.

FROM COLOMBIA

The Japanese consumers’ cooperative
U-Coop welcomes Daabon’s Ecocert Fair
Trade certified bananas

By Juan Pablo Campos
Managing Director - Daabon Organic Japan Co., Ltd.

C

onsumer cooperatives
are the most socially
and environmentally
responsible players in the
Japanese
food
industry.
Members rely on Buyers to
make a thorough due diligence
with respect to trazability,
food safety, environmental and
social policies before approving
a new supplier. In turn,
Buyers take this responsibility
very seriously, and that has
enabled the Japanese Coops to
establish a very solid and loyal
customer base nationwide
at their supermarkets and
through their home delivery
networks.
Daabon finds in this strict
procurement selection process
an ideal match for the high
environmental, social and
quality standards followed
at our banana plantations.
As a consequence, we have
been consistently targeting
consumer cooperatives across
the Japanese archipelago and
getting them acquainted with
the Daabon story in Santa
Marta. Today, we are the
only banana producer with
an established local presence
in Japan, offering a high
quality product backed by

COOP grocery stores where DAABON Organic Bananas are sold

internationally
recognized
production standards including
JAS
organic,
Eurepgap,
Rainforest Alliance, SA8000,
AEON CoC and more recently
Ecocert Fair Trade.
Following a rigorous application

and trial procedure, U-Coop,
Yokohama
city’s
largest
consumer cooperative, has
approved our double certified
Organic – Ecocert Fair Trade
bananas to be sold under their
Green Program private brand
at all their stores and through

their home delivery catalogue.
From March 09, Japanese
consumers will have their first
encounter with an Ecocert Fair
Trade certified product. We
anticipate that other Japanese
Coops will follow U-Coop’s
decision in the coming years.

Daabon U.S.A: Well-positioned to respond to US Market...
By Jana Cichowski, Daabon USA Sales

From page 8

T

he US consumer changes blend well with
Daabon Organic USA’s business plan,
which this year is focused on developing
new business relationships to more widely
distribute both organic and sustainable
palm oil fractions in the primed US market.
In August 2008 Daabon Organic USA
announced an alliance with SunOpta Grains
and Food for distribution of the most popular
organic palm fruit oil fractions labeled under
the Daabon brand “FreshPress”. Also during
2008, significant new sales of Daabon’s
sustainable palm shortening were achieved
through a short term alliance with an
associate in the sustainable products market.

improving customer service for manufacturers of
all sizes.

FOTO
PRODUCTOS
DE PALMA

As a result of the new focus in the US,
organic product sales through distributors rose 30% in 2008 over
the same period in 2007. Daabon USA’s sales team works directly
with its new organic distributor, to provide support and technical
assistance to end users. Looking into the future, the relationship
with SunOpta Grains & Foods should help streamline distribution
and gain wider access to the market, and also provides an way of

But sales of organic products through distributors
were not the only good news in 2008. Despite
high prices in the market of oil seed and grains
during most of 2008, the direct sales of Daabon
increased as well, making the year 2008 one of
satisfactory progress.

Looking towards 2009, the US team expects
more conservative sales of sustainable oil
combined with good growth in the organic oils
sector. The focus will be on continued support
and expansion of organic product distribution
with SunOpta and other distributors. Several
new oil fractions, as well as new product
certifications, will open pathways for continued growth and
customer development. Though the domestic and world economic
slow-down is affecting some US food manufacturers, it is also
true that growing consumer demand for sustainable and healthful
foods will give Daabon the opportunities it needs to continue on
the road of sustainable growth.
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Visits Started Early on 2009

B

etween the 5th and
9th of January 2009;
Daabon headquarters
hosted the visit of Mrs.
Rikke Jarvad Netterstrom the
Country Director, Malaysia,
for CSR Asia. Rikke has
over 10 year’s multi-sector
experience
in
corporate
responsibility
strategy,
stakeholder engagement and
communications. She was
responsible for environmental
and social issues for two of the
world’s sustainability leader The Body Shop International
plc and Novozymes A/S,
preparing strategies for over
50 markets globally. She has
worked extensively throughout
Europe, Asia and the Americas,
delivering workshops at Board
and senior management level
in China, Malaysia, Hong
Kong and the US.
Rikke had the opportunity
to visit all Daabon’s Business
Units as well as a great number
of Social and Sustainable
Projects implemented by the

FROM COLOMBIA

Mr. Alfonso Abondano
- project manager Daabon-

From left side to right: Alfonso Abondano, Juan P. Campo,
Rikke Jarvad and Astrid Duque, during his visit to Daabon.

Group in the Magdalena and
the Guajira Area. Mr. Manuel
Davila (VC Commercial), Mr.
Alfonso Abondano (Director
of Projects), Mr. Juan Pablo
Campos (MD Daabon Japan),
Mr Sergio Correa (MD Daabon
Australia) and Mrs Astrid

Duque (Senior Executive
Daabon UK) accompanied
her stay among key staff from
Daabon’s headquarters.
Mr.
Manuel
Davila
commented: “Rikke’s visit
has been very important for
Daabon’s plan to make publish

our forthcoming Green and
Social reports, it has been of
an extreme value to count
with the feedback of an expert
that was closely involved in
the creation of the Roundtable
on Sustainable Palm Oil as an
Executive Board member”.

Industrial and technological progress achieved during 2008

By Fair News Team

T

o contribute even more with the
global trend on the production
and use of cleaner and sustainable
fuels, during 2008 and especially in the
last quarter of the year, it was finished the
installing of the new plant for producing
biofuels, which produce about 100.000
metric tons per year, making now the
largest launch in Colombia.
This important investment, and foray
into this new business, became in
common association with another
prominent Colombian palm productor of
the sector, such as Palmeras de la Costa
S.A. And operations began last December
successfully, so its official inauguration
will take place on Tuesday, February
three (3) of 2009, with the presence of
the President of Colombia, Dr. Álvaro
Uribe Vélez, and members of his cabinet,

Biodiesel production plant, merger between DAABON and
Palmares de la Costa S.A. in Santa Marta, Colombia.

Fedepalma, departmental and municipal
governments and prominent guests
from our national palm oil union.
Moreover, with the same conservationist
sense
and
conviction,
Daabon
imported and put into operation a new
fractionation plant of vegetable oils,
with which completes the cycle of the
process, extraction and fractionation
of organic oils and sustainable, with
machinery and equipment themselves.
With this equipment, the Group can
now offer all derivatives of crude
Palm and Kernel, emphasizing the
production of kernel fractions, product
substitute for cocoa butter, useful in the
manufacture of chocolate coverage and
sweet candies.

Daabon’s new oil palm fraction plant, in operation since 2008.
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Achievement and recognition distinctions given
throughout 2008

FROM COLOMBIA

By Fair News Team

Recognitions where given
out during our traditional
Christmas and New Year
party held in Santa Marta

I

n line with its policy to
enhance the responsibility
and
commitment
of
its employees, directors of
Daabon honored several of
its employees with the plaque
“Recognizes the work of 2008”,
said these employees in their
dedication, commitment, sense
of belonging, professionalism
and courage, to face positively
the daily chores.

The highlights this time
were: Carolina Torrado Department Environmental
Coordinator, Karen Quinto Coordinator of Occupational
Health,
Patricia
Apreza
- Coordinator of Social
Management, Eva Cecilia
Gomez - Assistant Manager,
Fabiola Correa - Head of
Dept. Treasury and Alfredo
Cervantes - machine operator
in the oil refinery plant.
Continuing
with
this
select group of honorees
collaborators and related
above, we emphasize the
distinction given to Mr.
Manuel Jiménez Narváez,
born May 18, 1938 in
Santa Marta, which in 2008
completed 28 years at service
of Daabon, and currently
serves as a driving force in the
Bonanza banana plantation,
fulfilling their duties seriously
and responsibly. A lifetime
dedicated to the company,
through which he obtained
his board last December.

Mr. Manuel Jimenez

On the same scale, Mrs.
Belkis Ferreira Montalvo,
born on February of 1969
in Aracataca is another

Mrs. Eva Gomez receiving her award as a
winner of Miss Secretary contest 2008.

achiever with a high spirit
and
motivation
towards
the company. She has been
working for the DAABON

Group for more than ten years
as an accountant in Palmares
Tequendama Farm.

Mrs. Ferreira amongst Mr and Mrs. Davila-Abondano honoring
her recognition prize received on that night.
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